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Who’s Jeremy?

• Technical Evangelist
• 8+ Year Yahoo

– Finance
– Search, Developer Network
– MySQL

• Author of High Performance MySQL
• Blogger

– http://jeremy.zawodny.com/blog/



Who Are You?



What’s YDN?



Yahoo! Developer Network

• Founded in February 2005
– Initially focused on Search APIs
– Free, rate-limited REST interface
– Initial focus on developer innovation

• Became company-wide
• We help add APIs to many services
• Documentation, support, community
• Open Hack Day



Yahoo! APIs (and more)

• Answers
• Finance
• HotJobs
• Local
• Mail ($$$)
• Maps
• Search / Advertising
• Shopping
• Travel
• Fire Eagle
• Utilities

• Del.icio.us
• Upcoming
• Flickr
• Messenger
• Widgets
• Live

• RSS
• JSON
• Serialized PHP
• XML



Problem

• In the business of developer programs, web 
services, and APIs we often focus a lot on the 
"ecosystem" and where the money goes. We 
hope to attract developers because they can 
earn money using our platforms or services.

• But what if your company doesn't [yet] have a 
thriving commercial ecosystem for developers to 
plug into?



Solution

• You just have to appeal to their true 
nature. 



Developers Are

• Busy: too little time to learn
• Overly Optimistic (“This won’t take long”)
• Expected to know about new technologies
• Lazy: do the least work for most gain
• Impatient: want it now!



Good News

• Yahoo! Caters to Lazy and Impatient 
Developers!



Three Examples

• Yahoo! Interface Library (YUI)
• YSlow
• Hadoop



Yahoo! User Interface Library (YUI)



Yahoo! User Interface Library (YUI)

• Abstracts away browser differences
• Radically simplifies page layouts
• Includes dozens of tested components

– Rich Text Editor
– Auto-complete
– Drag and Drop
– TreeView
– DataTable
– ImageCropper



YUI (continued)

• Free
– BSD License
– SourceForge project
– Hosted by Yahoo! (or downloadable)



YUI Quotes

• For beefier applications developed in a large 
collaborative team I'd pick YUI over anything. It's 
rigorous, solid, well documented and of excellent 
quality. 

• I had heard lots of good things about [YUI]. It 
took me less than two hours to completely redo 
the layout, and the the end result was a better 
design, less custom CSS and better browser 
portability. I am a convert. 



YUI Quotes

• I’ve been using the YUI components heavily and 
they are oh-so-pleasant to use. They really take 
over the low-level work and let you concentrate 
on the important stuff. 

• YUI fulfills the promise of a platform for the web. 
It not only makes straight the crooked road of 
browser support and bugs, it also provides an 
excellent, free, and open platform to develop 
your next web app upon.



YUI Stats

• ~2 years old
• 9,000+ community members
• 1+ billion weekly files served
• 650,000+ source package downloads
• 2 million pageviews/month on YUI site
• 20,000+ YUI blog subscribers



YUI Users (just a few)
• LinkedIn
• Snoop Dogg (really!)
• Newspond
• Ernst & Young
• vBulletin
• Walmart
• Huffington Post
• MarketWatch
• LowerMyBills



YSlow



YSlow & Exceptional Performance



YSlow & Exceptional Performance



Apache Hadoop

• Open Source Implementation
of MapReduce and GFS

• Yahoo! has largest production
cluster

• Several core team members,
committers, and contributors on staff

• Hosted the first Hadoop Summit
• Used by Amazon, Facebook, Rapleaf, 

Powerset and dozens of others



In Summary

• Developers are lazy and impatient
• If you cannot help them make money

– Give them your tools
– Share your expertise
– Build a community
– Let them have fun!



Resources

• YUI
– http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/
– http://yuiblog.com/

• YSlow
– http://developer.yahoo.com/yslow/

• Hadoop
– http://hadoop.apache.org/core/
– http://developer.yahoo.com/blogs/hadoop/



Questions?


